
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 88 
10th DECEMBER 2021 

GREETINGS: 
Day 624...Hubble Bubble, Toil and Trouble... It’s getting harder to raise your eyebrows any higher 
as the omicron variant grips the world.... first anniversary of a Covid vaccine... 80th Anniversary of 
the “Day of Infamy” Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour... strange rain downfalls and flooding... Cele 
throws Sitole under the bus – but will SA be safe from future insurrection?... N3 blocked all day last 
week by protesting truckers... Motsepe’s (closed) Nkomati mine betrays local community... 
Magashule launches fresh assault on NPA... South Africa in the middle of a massive skills 
emigration wave... Zondo unmoved by Fraser’s bullying tactics.... Mbalula backtracks on tolls... 
Matric mayhem: 3 Groblersdal matriculants die in road accident... Vaal River system at 81% 
capacity.  
Joe Biden talks to Putin about Russian aggression to Ukraine... Archbishop of Canterbury has 
condemned the travel red list as “travel apartheid”.... BoJo haunted by ghost of Christmas Past.... 
UK Government slams Omicron hysteria.... (thought they had caused it?) Likewise confusion about 
booster program (and most other issues, it seems).... Calm down about new variant, says expert... 
UK drug users will be forced to go to rehab or lose their passports and driving licences.... Storm 
Arwen paralyses Northeast England and Scotland.... Storm Barra hits Ireland.... Anti Shell protests 
spread.... Pestering women in the street set to be outlawed.... Far-right French presidential 
candidate in headlock tackle by protester... Volcano in Indonesia.... Vicious repression in 
Myanmar.... Lewis Hamilton claims Max Verstappen ‘not driving by the rules’.... Nor is Taliban with 
summary executions.... Pablo Escobar’s “cocaine hippos” rampaging in Columbia.... Yorkshire 
players threaten to quit after mass coaching sacking.... Meghan's legal win is latest salvo against 
free speech.... but Fergie claims she is the most persecuted royal yet... 
      
BALLOON GOES UP FOR SEMA: 
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On Saturday 4 December, Semakaleng Mathebula 
successfully completed her inaugural balloon solo flight 
and was awarded her wings by Rob Jonkers, Chairman of 
the Aero club of South Africa. Twenty-six-year-old Sema 
matriculated in 2013 from Pretoria High School for Girls 
and is a University of the Witwatersrand Graduate with a 
Bachelor of Arts degree, having attained joint honours in 
International Relations and Politics. 
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She started her career as a Campaign Ambassador for a non-profit organization in 
2018 before moving to Bill Harrop's Original Balloon Safaris. (BHOBS) Coincidentally, the 
upcoming week was the 2018 Afrox South African Hot Air Balloon Championships and while her 
term with BHOBS only began in July, she was invited by Afrox to attend the event. That led to her 
introduction into the sport of hot air ballooning. She accepted, was taken for a flight and that 
changed her world. She knew there and then that was what she wanted to do. Sema was then, 
together with two more candidates, invited to be trained by the Balloon Training School as a hot air 
balloon pilot. Her training, as well as that of the other two candidates, was funded by the Balloon 
and Airship Federation of South Africa (BAFSA) and the Department of Sport and Recreation. One 
only needs 16 hours to qualify for a license, but Sema has now flown 25 hours and her goal is to 
log fifty hours, the minimum she would need for her Commercial License. Preparation and 
recovery after each flight can easily take an hour or more. Most of the flying was done early in the 
mornings and this also had to be done within the confines of the Covid regulations. That, and then 
doing a full day's work, took a lot of dedication and is proof of this young lady's determination to 
succeed. (Pilots Post) 
 
STORM  ARWEN: 
 

 
 

Boris Johnson faces calls for an urgent inquiry into the “appalling” response to Storm Arwen and 
the resilience of the country’s electricity networks after thousands of people were left without 
power for more than a week. Local residents say they felt abandoned after the failure to restore 
power to more than 9,000 homes, mainly across Scotland and the north-east of England. MPs said 
it was a “national scandal” that the elderly and vulnerable had been put at risk in bitterly cold 
conditions. Storm Arwen has been one of the worst in a generation, with electricity poles snapped 
and wires down across large swathes of the country. The north-east of England, the Wye Valley, 
the Lake District, Aberdeenshire and Perthshire were among some of the areas most badly hit. 
Major incidents have been declared in County Durham and Northumberland. The Ministry of 
Defence said about 300 personnel from the British Army and Royal Marines were supporting local 
services, conducting door-to-door checks on vulnerable people. (Telegraph) 
 
OPERATION CLOCKWORK: 
 

RAF Brize Norton Air Mobility Force has begun deploying service personnel from all three services 
to Norway for the annual Exercise CLOCKWORK cold weather training in Northern Norway. The 
deployment will see a RAF Globemaster C-17, A400M, Hercules C-130 and Voyager aircraft 
transport personnel and equipment to Bardufoss Air Base in Norway to conduct this training. The 
airbase is north of the Arctic circle and is strategically placed on NATO’s high north frontier. This is 
the C-17’s first use on this exercise and allows the transportation of Joint Helicopter Force 
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helicopters such as the Apache to take part in the extreme cold weather training.  During the 
exercise, the aircraft will be exercised in a war fighting role in a part of the country where 
temperatures can fall to lows of -30°c. Exercise CLOCKWORK is the name given to the UK Armed 
Forces' annual Winter Deployment to the Arctic Circle in Norway with the objective to prepare all 
three services for the most unforgiving conditions experienced in this region. (They might just have 
gone to Yorkshire this year...) (RAF News) 
 
SWISS ROLL IN FOR Exercise YORKNITE 21: 
 

 
 

The Swiss Air Force is conducting air exercises at RAF Leeming to enable the country’s F-18 
Hornet pilots to achieve important day and night-flying, whilst testing their advanced skills 
alongside RAF and United States Air Force counterparts. Now in its third year at the North 
Yorkshire base, Exercise YORKNITE 21 is the name given to this deployment and encompasses 
three elements.  An initial contingent of 20 aircrew will be using the exercise to hone advanced 
skills, whilst the second will be conducting night flying training over the sea. The third element and 
a first for this year, is a Swiss detachment that include Cougar helicopters, using time in the UK to 
train at the Electronics Warfare Tactics facility at RAF Spadeadam. Lieutenant Colonel Wicki is 
a veteran of previous Exercise YORKNITE's; he still gets immense satisfaction from seeing how 
much aircrew can develop their skills and confidence within a short space of time. (RAF News) 
 
BEECHING “BAD OLD DAYS”? 
 

Train operators have been told to find ways to cut hundreds of millions of pounds from the 
railway’s operating costs next year, in a move that is likely to result in fewer services and worse 
stations for passengers. The Department for Transport seeks to cut spending by 10% after the 
chancellor Rishi Sunak’s autumn budget. With the Treasury anxious to limit spending on rail, which 
increased massively during the pandemic, letters from the DfT’s managing director of passenger 
services, Peter Wilkinson, have been sent to individual operators setting out the swinging cuts 
needed across the industry. Operators have been under direct government contract since the 
abolition of franchising at the start of the pandemic in March 2020. Under the emergency recovery 
contracts, they are paid a fixed fee to deliver services with the revenue and cost risk taken by the 
government. According to figures released by the Office of Rail and Road on Wednesday, the 
Treasury spent an additional £6.5bn on running the railway in 2020-21, to cover lost revenues as 
passenger numbers dropped 78% overall. Christian Wolmar, author of “History of British 
Railways”, commented: “It’s back to the old days of British Rail when they squeezed services and 
then said no one is using trains because the service is rubbish. In a rational world they would just 
cut the branch lines – but they can’t do that politically because ministers have said they are 
reversing Beeching.”  (Guardian) 
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GRIPENS GROUNDED! 
 

 
 

The South African Air Force’s (SAAF’s) Gripen fleet is temporarily grounded, with no aircraft 
serviceable, due to a lack of funding and maintenance and support contracts not being renewed in 
time, but it is likely that the Gripens will be flying again in the New Year. In a statement resulting 
from multiple media enquiries, the Department of Defence (DoD) said the South African National 
Defence Force’s (SANDF’s) Air Defence capability has been negatively impacted by protracted 
discussions relating to maintenance contracts. “After a lengthy discussion between the South 
African Air Force (SAAF), through Armscor and Saab on the contract concerning the Gripen, 
proposals have been presented by both parties and are being reviewed to ensure that the matter is 
conclusively dealt with by the parties concerned. It is unfortunate that the discussions took longer 
than expected as a result, negatively impacting on the Air Defence capability,” stated Siphiwe 
Dlamini, DoD Head of Communication. He added that, “the SAAF is confident that a solution will 
be found to resolve this matter. Due to the sensitivity around the discussion, the negotiations 
cannot be made public.” Darren Olivier, Director at African Defence Review, notes that, “thanks to 
this delay, the SAAF’s Gripen fleet has been grounded for three months and probably won’t return 
to the air until late January at the earliest.” A Source says: “One of the big problems with fighter 
aircraft is safety equipment, which is calendar based and has long lead times. Once the SAAF 
receives the money to purchase much needed spares (mechanical/avionics) the aircraft remains 
on the ground as the safety equipment is time expired. So even if they receive money late in a 
financial year, the lead time is too long, and the money goes back to the State. Orders such as 
these have to placed at least a number of years in advance. Ex-stock items normally have used up 
some life on the shelf and in the case where Armscor drag their heels, further time is lost. For 
some time most of the SAAF Budget was used up on administrative costs, salaries etc. and not 
much remained for the core business of putting aircraft into the air” (DefenceWeb) 
 
GENERAL IRA D EAKER: 
 

 

Born in Texas to Dutch immigrant parents, he joined the USAAF via the 
Army Reserves. In January 1942, Brigadier General Eaker was assigned 
to organize the VIII Bomber Command (which became the Eighth Air 
Force) in England and to understudy the British system of bomber 
operations. Then, in December 1942, he assumed command of the Eighth 
Air Force. He developed a very good relationship with Air Marshal 
“Bomber” Harris. In a speech he gave to the British that won him 
favourable publicity, he said, "We won't do much talking until we've done 
more fighting. After we've gone, we hope you'll be glad we came." Much of 
Eaker's initial staff, including Captain Frederick W. Castle, Captain Beirne 
Lay, Jr., and Lieutenant Harris Hull, was composed of Reserve rather than 
career military officers, and the group became known as "Eaker's 
Amateurs". 
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Eaker's position as commander of the Eighth Air Force led to his becoming the model for the 
fictional Major General Pat Pritchard in the 1949 movie “Twelve O'Clock High.” Throughout the 
war, Eaker was an advocate for daylight "precision" bombing of military and industrial targets in 
German-occupied territory and ultimately Germany - of striking at the enemy's ability to wage war 
while minimizing civilian casualties. The British considered daylight bombing too risky and wanted 
the Americans to join them in night raids that would target wider areas, but Eaker persuaded a 
sceptical Winston Churchill that the American and British approaches complemented each other in 
a one-page memo that concluded, "If the RAF continues night bombing and we bomb by day, we 
shall bomb them round the clock and the devil shall get no rest." He personally participated in the 
first US B-17 Flying Fortress bomber strike against German occupation forces in France, 
bombing Rouen on August 17, 1942. From his arrival in UK, Eaker formed a very good relationship 
with Bomber Harris, and was frequently Harris’ house guest. Although their views on bombing 
strategy differed, they worked for the duration as one team with outstanding cooperation between 
the two forces. (Wiki etc) 
 
MEMBERS WRITE: 
 

Gordon Dyne very kindly distributed aviation pictorial 2022 calendars at our November lunch, but 
has since advised, with apologies, that there are some Date errors. He is having these reprinted 
and they will be available shortly... 
 

Mervyn Jordan, heading for the Coast, called to wish all RAFOC members everything of the best 
for Christmas and the New Year 
 

John Page writes: “Your item on the last of the flying boats has triggered a lot of material, some of 
which may be of interest to members. The following is an example relating to the Sunderland: 
Experiments began in 1942 on the River Clyde, at Helensburgh, Dumbarton and Greenock, on 
Sunderland JM 714 fitted with two Chariot (two-man Submarines), one attached to each side of the 
hull. The intention was to carry these submarines to within ten miles of the German battleship 
Admiral von Tirpitz, which was at that time hiding in Altenfjord, near Trondheim, in Norway – land 
there at night and launch them complete with limpet mines to attach to the hull of the ship. This 
research project was code named “Large Lumps.” The Tirpitz created a threat to British convoys 
and 138 aircraft had bombed it without a single strike. The Tirpitz was the largest battleship of the 
German Navy and the most modern of this type in the world. The Chariots were 25 feet long and 
weighed about 4000 lbs. The modification presented many problems with weight (the Sunderland 
bomb load was 2000 lbs), the induced drag both on take-off and cruise, and the method of their 
release, not to mention their crews boarding them. As the RAF were reluctant to stop the engines 
in enemy waters, attempts were made to release the Chariots whilst taxying at 40 knots. One can 
imagine the distance covered between the release, individually, of both Submarines and the 
crews. It could have been up to half a mile. The crew wore heavy diver type suits with lead soled 
boots, so it would have been very difficult to swim. All this was to be carried out at night. The 
problems were never solved, but the experiments carried on to the termination of hostilities. Take 
offs with a light fuel load took 83 seconds (2 miles) and it is unlikely that aircraft would become 
airborne with a full load and, if so, then the drag and weight of these appendages would have 
increased the fuel consumption enormously, reducing the normal range. As the round distance 
was 1300 miles it is doubtful, under these circumstances, if it could be done. In the early stages 
the Tirpitz was moved further out of range of even a standard Sunderland. Five other Sunderlands 
were held in reserve and modified at Wig Bay, Stranraer. JM 715 (Now “Beachcomber” in the 
Southampton Hall of Aviation) was one of those held there. This would account for its non 
operational record and prolonged storage at Stranraer, before being “civilianised” as a “Tasman” 
for service in Australia and New Zealand after the war. 
Full record at https://www.aerialvisuals.ca/AirframeDossier.php?Serial=61818  
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EXXARO RAILROADED BY TRANSNET: 
 

Like all mining companies, the update kicks off with the human element of the business. Exxaro is 
on a best-ever streak of 4 years and 8 months without a work-related fatality. Sadly this doesn't 
apply to Covid cases within the group which are clearly beyond the company's control. Exxaro has 
noted that 62% of employees and contractors have been vaccinated. Getting into the numbers, the 
API4 coal export price index is expected to average USD115 this year vs. USD65 last year. The 
iron ore fines price is expected to average USD156 per dry metric tonne, up from USD109 last 
year. There have been drastic increases in commodity prices this year in a major boost for mining 
companies. The drivers of the coal price were constrained supply and a switch from gas due to 
even higher prices in that source of energy. Overall sales volumes are expected to be 8% lower 
due to logistical constraints and the disposal of the Exxaro Coal Central (ECC) operations on 3 
September. This would've been the perfect year to see volumes up rather than down. Sadly, the 
state of South African rail infrastructure continues to negatively impact the ability to move coal to 
the ports. Export volumes dropped 13%. It really is becoming a national emergency to sort out the 
rail infrastructure, with Exxaro describing the situation as "most alarming" - indeed, for all South 
Africans! Our coal exports are needed to help protect our battered currency. Notably, Eskom has 
average coal stock of around 48 days, much higher than their minimum of 20 days. This puts 
pressure on the domestic power station coal market and results in higher stock levels at the mines. 
(RailNews) 
 
UAS (UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS): 
 

 
 

Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) will continue 
to be one of the most dynamic growth sectors 
of the world aerospace industry this decade, 
with procurement spending increasing from 
$10.6 billion a year in 2021 to $13 billion in 
20130, report Teal Group analysts in their 
latest market analysis. Teal Group’s 2021/2022 
market study estimates that military UAS 
procurement spending will increase from the 
current worldwide level of almost $10.6 billion 
annually in 2021 to $13 billion in 2030, totaling 
$123.1 billion over the next ten years. Military 
UAS research spending would add another 
$64.5 billion over the decade. 
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Senior analyst Steve Zaloga notes that “The global military drone market remains dominated 
by the United States and Israel. But new players such China and Turkey are challenging the 
United States in its traditional markets in the Mid-East. Their drones enjoy a price advantage and 
are sold without Washington’s intrusive requirements.” “The Teal Group study predicts that the US 
will account for 80% of total military worldwide RDT&E spending on UAS technology over the next 
decade and nearly 40% of military procurement,” said Zaloga. Much of the US RDT&E is intended 
to develop the next generation of systems that can survive in contested airspace. The 2021-2022 
study also provides forecasts for a wide range of UAV payloads. The sensors market in this report 
are forecast to grow in overall value from $5.3 billion in FY21 to $9 billion in FY30, worth $74 billion 
in total (combined RDT&E and Procurement). Now fully recovered from a funding downturn late 
last decade as several legacy endurance UAV sensor programs ended, Teal Group forecasts 
steady growth in the UAV EO/IR market.  (DefenceWeb) 
 
CHEERS!   FOR TODAY: 
 

Almost two years since the pandemic began, the world around us seems to be in a near-constant 
state of panic and hysteria. Just when we’re getting used to “new normal”, whatever that is... Now 
624 days since the start of the great lockdown, this is the eighty-eighth weekly Newssheet - 
“Members News, Reminiscences and Ramblings” - items of Air Force interest, or greetings to the 
Club or any other items of interest, that will help us all to keep in contact and entertained through 
the lockdown... the Covid clouds seemed to be lifting until OMG - Omicron!... Just when it 
appeared that things were starting to come back to some kind of normal, another bogeyman – the 
Ghost of Christmas present!... 
Thanks for the continued contributions! We’ll use them in successive editions...                                                                                                     
And please continue to take care – Support others where you can. Don’t spread alarm and 
despondency on social media and try to keep cool heads and perspective. Remember that all this, 
too, shall pass... As you know we made a prudent call to cancel the Christmas Ladies Lunch on 
Friday 3 December – next year WILL be better... 
 
TAILPIECE: 
 

There was a man who called “Barman, free round for all,” 
Because he just felt like having a ball, 
But in the end, 
He looked at his friend, 
“Sorry barman I can’t pay” and let out a bawl... 
(The Sherriff of Nottingham Road) 
 

Apparently RSVP'ing to a wedding invitation "Maybe next time," isn't the correct response. 
 

Don't irritate old people. The older we get, the less "Life in prison" is as a deterrent.  
 

I asked my wife if I was the only one she had ever been with.  She said yes, all the others were 
nines and tens.  Give it a minute...  
 

I really don't mind getting older, but my body is taking it badly.  
 

It turns out that being an adult now is mostly just googling how to do stuff. 
 

I miss the '90s when bread was still good for you and no one knew what kale was. 
 

Do you ever get up in the morning, look in the mirror and think "That can't be accurate." 
 

I want to be 14 again and ruin my life differently.  I have new ideas. 
 

As I watch this new woke generation try to rewrite our history, one thing I'm sure of.... it will be 
misspelled and have no punctuation. 
 

My wife asked me to take her to one of those restaurants where they make food right in front of 
you. I took her to Subway. That's when the fight started.... 
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I went to see the psychiatrist today. She told me that I had a split personality and charged me 
R1600. I gave her R800 and told her to get the rest from the other idiot... 
 

Have you ever listened to someone talking for a while and then wondered...                                            
“Who ties your shoelaces for you?”  
 

A guy is sitting in the pub in the departures area at a busy international airport.   
A beautiful woman walks in and sits down at the table next to him.   
He is completely gob-smacked by how attractive she is. 
He decides because she's that pretty, she's probably an off-duty flight attendant.  So he decides to 
have a go at picking her up by identifying the airline she flies for, thereby hoping you impress her 
greatly. 
He leans across to her and says the Delta Airlines motto "We love to fly and it shows." 
The woman looks at him blankly. He sits back and thinks up another line. 
He leans forward again and delivers the Air France motto "Winning the hearts of the world." 
Again she just stares at him with a slightly puzzled look on her face. 
Undeterred, he tries again, this time saying the Malaysian Airlines motto 
"Going beyond expectations" 
The woman looks at him and says "What the f&#k do you want?" 
"Ah!" he says, sitting back with a smile on his face.  "South African Airways" 
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THE PAGES OF HISTORY: SIR WALTER RALEIGH: 
 

To foreign observers, seventeenth-century England was known as 'Devil-Land': a diabolical 
country of fallen angels, torn apart by seditious rebellion, religious extremism and royal collapse. In 
this talk about her new book, Devil-Land: England under Siege 1588-1688, Clare Jackson will 
revisit English history's most turbulent and radical era to tell the story of a nation in a state of near 
continual crisis. “The world itself is but a large prison, out of which some are daily led to 
execution.” 
Sir Walter Raleigh who was executed on 29 October in 1618, was a staunch Protestant and 
endeared himself to Queen Elizabeth l who granted Raleigh a royal charter authorising him to 
explore, colonise and rule any "remote, heathen and barbarous lands, countries and territories, not 
actually possessed of any Christian Prince or inhabited by Christian People," in return for one-fifth 
of all the gold and silver that might be mined there. He became one of history’s most notable 
buccaneers bringing riches to the British Crown, whilst at the same time enriching himself. He 
played an active role in the royal court and became a favourite of the Queen. Legend has it that he 
once covered a muddy puddle with his velvet cloak so that the Queen’s feet would not become 
soiled. This relationship was short-lived and was cast asunder after Raleigh had impregnated one 
of the Queen’s Ladies-in-Waiting and was imprisoned by the Queen. Clearly “hell hath no fury like 
a woman scorned!” 
He was later released to assist in England’s war against the Spanish. Raleigh was in the middle of 
a game of bowls with Sir Francis Drake when word reached them of the impending assault of the 
Spanish Armada. It is said that they finished the game before sailing to engage the Spanish; noble 
dedication, indeed. In fact, they had to wait for the incoming tide to peak before the ships could 
leave the harbour. 
After the death of Elizabeth, Raleigh was accused of being involved in a plot to remove King 
James l from the throne and was arrested. He conducted his own defence. The chief evidence 
against him was the signed and sworn confession of his friend Baron Cobham. Raleigh repeatedly 
requested that Cobham be called to testify. "Let my accuser come face to face and be deposed. 
Were the case but for a small copyhold, you would have witnesses or good proof to lead the jury to 
a verdict; and I am here for my life!" Raleigh argued that the evidence against him was "hearsay", 
but the tribunal refused to allow Cobham to testify and be cross-examined. Raleigh's trial has been 
regularly cited as influential in establishing a common law right to confront one’s accusers in court. 
Although convicted and sentenced to death, the king spared his life and released him to continue 
on his quest to find the mystical gold of El Dorado on condition that he did not confront the Spanish 
as James had negotiated a delicate peace treaty with Spain. Contrary to the king’s orders, Raleigh  
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attacked a Spanish outpost, and then returned without any gold. King James l re-instated the 
death sentence and arrested Raleigh. 
Raleigh was beheaded at the Palace of Westminster on 29 October 1618.  
"Let us dispatch", he said to his executioner." I would not have my enemies think I quaked from 
fear." After he was allowed to see the axe that would be used to behead him, he mused: "This is a 
sharp medicine, but it is a physician for all diseases and miseries." Raleigh's last words, spoken to 
the hesitating executioner, were: "What dost thou fear? Strike, man, strike! 
 


